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O. Abstract 

T 2, Rl' and Semi.R1 Spaces 

By Charles Dorsett 

1n this paper To.identification spaces are used to prove that the semi-R1 
‘separation axiom is not a generalization of the R1 separation axiom and to 

-determine conditions, which together with Rl' do and do not imply semi-R1. 

1. Introduction 

Semi open sets were first introduced and investigated in 1963 [6]. Since 1963 

‘semi open sets have been used to define and investigate many new topolcgical 

properties. In 1g75 semi T ,, t=0, 1, 2, 1vas defined by rep1acing the wGrd open 

in the definition of T i , i=O, 1, 2, by semi open, respectiveÌY, and it was 

proven that semi-T i , i=O, 1, 2, is strickly weaker than T i , i=O, 1, 2, respec' 

'tively [7]. The semi-R 1 separation axiom πas defined and investigatecl in 1978 

[4]. 1n this paper the relationships between R 1 and semi-R1 are inves!igated. 

Listed below are definitions and theorems that will be utilized in this paper. 

DEFINITION 1. 1. If (X, T) is a space and ACX, then A is 

건enoted by .1εSO(X， T), iff there exists 0εT such that 0ζACO 

scmz opcn , 

[6J. 

DEFINITION 1. 2. Let (X, T) be a space and let A, BCX. Then A is scmi 

dosed iff X - A is semi open and the semi closure of B , denoted by scl B , is 

the intersection of a lI semi closed sets containing B [lJ. 

DEFINITION 1. 3. A space (X, T) is Rl iff for x, yεX such that {x} ~ {y} 

there exist disjoint open sets U and V such that {x} CU and {y} cV [2J. 

DEFINITION 1. 4. A space (X , T) is semi-R1 iff for x , yεX such that scl 

{x} ~scI {y} there exist disjoint semi open sets U and V such that scI {x} cU 

:and scI {y} cV [4J. 

DEFINITION 1.5. Let (X, T) be a space and let R be the equivalence relation 

씬n X defined by xRy iff {x} = {y}. Then the To-identijication space of (X , T) 
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is (Xo' So)' where X o is the set of equivalence classes of R and So is the dEr 

composition topology on X o [8]. 
Note that the natural map P : (X, T)• (Xo' So) is closed, opened, and 

P (P(O))=O for all 0εT. 

DEFINITION 1. 6. 
T , 0εT [8]. 

THEOREM 1. 1. 

THEOREM 1. 2. 

THEOREM 1. 3. 

THEOREM 1. 4. 

A space (X, T) is extremely disconηected iff for each 0 ε 

A space (X, T) z.s R 1 z!1 (Xo' So) is T 2 [5]. 

11 (X, T) z.s R l' theη X o= {{x} xεX} [3]. 

A space (X, T) z.s semi-T2 z!1 zï is semi-R1 and seηzi-To [4] •. 

Every T 2 space is semi-T 2 [7]. 

THEOREM 1. 5. 11 (X, T) is a space and ACX, then scl ACA [1]. 

Let S1 be the statement “ Every R 1 space is semi-R1." 

2. Equivalcnt T 2 condition for 8 1 and several applications 

Let S2 be the statement “If (X , T) is T 2 and xEX such that {x} 줌T， then' 
there exist disjoint open sets U and V such that xEUnV." 

THEOREM 2. 1. S1 z!! S2. 

PROOF. Assume S1. Let (X, T) be T 2 and let xεX such that {x} 줄T. Let 

y$.X, let Y=XU {Y}, and let S={OET!x$.O}U{OU{y}!XεoεT}. Then S is a 
topology on Y and (Yo' So) is homeomorphic to (X, T) , w hich implies (Y 0' So) 

is T 2 and (y, S) is R 1• Since {x}$.T , then {X, y} = {Y}y졸S and y$.(Y - {y}y) 

U {x} εSO(Y， S) , which implies scl {y}~scl {x}. Since (Y, S) is R 1' then (Y , 

S) is semi-R1 and there exist disjoint semi open sets A and B such that scl {X} 

슨.4. and scl {y} CB. Let U , VεS such that Uc .4.CU y and VCBCVy. Then x 

~UUV， which implies U, VεT， and since (X , T) = (X , S x)' then xE(U y nX) 

n(vynx)=u XnvX. 

Conversely, suppose S2. Let (X, T) be R1• Let x , yεX such that scl {X} 낯 

scl {y}. If {x} ~ {y }, then there exist disjoint open sets U and V such that {X} cU 

and {y} CV, which implies scl {X} ζU and scl {y} CV, where U and V are disjoint 

semi open sets. Thus consider the case that {x} = {y}. Since scl {x}~scl {y}. 

then {x} 졸T. Since (X, T) is Rl' then (Xo' So) is T 2‘ Let CxεXo. such that. 
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xεcx· Then Cx = 파 and since 힘 줄T， then {Cx} 올So. Thus there exist dis

joint open sets ;?/ and γ in X O snch that Cxεi'ì' n장. Then P- l ( i'ì') and p-1 

(캉) are disjoint open sets in X , xεp- 1C'!/)=p- 1 Ci'ì')， and yεp-l(r)=p-l 
(캉)， which implies p-l (i'ì' )U {x} and p-l (r)U {y} are disjoint semi open 

sets. If zε패 - {y}, then p-l (i'ì')U {z} is semi open and does not contain y. 

which implies z풍scl {y}, and since scl {y} ζ {y}, then scl {y} = {y}. Similarl y 

scl {x}={x} and scl {X}Cp-lCi'ì' )U{X} and scl {y}Cp-lcr )U{y}. 

、 Theorem 2.1 can be combined with the following example to prove SI is false. 

EXAMPLE 2. 1. Let N denote the set of natural numbers with the usual to 

pology and let ßN denote the Stone-Cech compactification of N. Then ßN is 
extremely disconnected and contains nonisolated points [8]. Thus for each 

non isolated point xεßN， there does not exist disjoint open sets U and V such 

that xεUnv. 

Example L1. 1 in [7] can be used to show that semi-R l does not imply R l • 

Thus R l and semi-R l are independent. 

In [4] , it was shown that the TO-identification space of a semi-R l space is 

semi-Tz• The fact that SI is faIse can be combined with theorem 1.1 and 

theorem 1. 4 to show that the converse of the above statement is faIse. 

3. o9n, 09" and ‘9 2 sets 0' 0./ 1 

Let ‘9 1 = {P IP is a topologicaI property such that every R l space with prop

erty P is semi-Rl } and Iet ‘9 2 = {P 1 P is a topologicaI property such that if 

(X, T) is T2 and has property P , then for each xεX such that {x} 풍T there 

exist disjoint open sets U and V such that xεUnv}. Since T 2ε‘91 and T2종 
092, then ‘91~Ø and ‘9 1 ::;t.‘9 2, 

Let DNB be the property “ Every point has a decreasing neighborhood base. , .. 

THEOREM 3. 1. DN Bε‘92， 

PROOF. Let CX, T) be a T 2 space with the DNB property and Iet xεX such 

that {X} 풍T. Net ..r be a decreasing nbh base of x , Iet 능 be a weIl ordering 

of ..r, and let F be the first element of ..r. For each NεX‘， let .9' N= {Oε 

‘/‘ 10드N}. Then for each Nεr there exists f N : .9' N•‘/’ xTxT such that 

(1) f N(F) = f FCF) = (F, U F' V F)' where U F and V F are disjoint open subsets 
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{)f F and x줄V FUV F' and if F<O드N， then IN(O) =10 (0) =(0, UO' VO)' where 

。 is the least element of {Wεf I WCO and wn [(U~R) ~J~::-R)] =Ø} and U n and 
R<O“ R<O“ ) 

V 0 are disjoint open s뼈ets of 6 such that 값oUF。， if 짧낀pn없VR’ 
and 6=F, Uo=UF and Vo=VF Otherwise, and (2) 생NUo) 「1잉NVo)=￠. The 

proof is by transfinite induction. 

Since (X , T) is T 2 and {x} 졸T， then every nhh of x contains infinfinitely 

many points, which implies there exist disjoint open sets U F' V FCF such that 

xgEITFU간. Then 1 F : .9' F• fxTxT defined hy IF(F)=(F, UF’ V F) satisfies 

the desired properties. 

Assume the statement is true for all WEf less than N. If xεU U l? n 
R<N “ 

RQNFR’ then I N : .9' N • fxTxT defined hy 

In(O) iIO<N 
f l\l(0) =1 

ν satisfies the desired properties. 
” ‘ IF(F) zf O=N 

Thus consider the case that 꿇 ~.P R U ~ lJ.,v ~. Then x fE JJ 따， for suppose 
R<N" R<N 

not. Let 0εT such that xεO. Then there exists Wε‘/‘ snch that WζO. Let 

P be the least element of {B <N I W n (U _ U R)~Ø} and let 5 be the imrnediate 
Rs.B . ‘ 

successor of P. Then 5<N. Since xfE J-L U R n πYR' then I s (5)=(5 , Us' V s)' R<S" R<S 
where 5 is the least element of {Yε/’ IYC 5 and Yn [(니_U R)U (lL V R)] =껴 R<S.' R<S 
and Us, Vs are disjoint open subsets of s such that xgEs U Fs· Since SIW O1· 

Wζ5， 5nCllY R)=Ø, and wn(l.JY R)=Ø, then 5 ζ W and VsCS ζrvζ O. Hence 
R<S .. R<S 

xEU V I?' which is a contradiction. By a similar argurnent xfE U V R' Let N be 
R<N “ R<N “ 

the least element of {YεflYCN and Yn [(l.J .P R)U(U.Y R)] =çí} and Iet U N 
^ 

R<N .‘ R<N “ “ 

V N be disjoint open subsets of N such that x줄U NUV N' hTen/N : .9' N• fxT 

~< T defined by 

In(O) zf O<N 
1l\l (0)=1 .. ~. satisfies the desired properties. •. 

l(N, U N' V N) zf O=N 

Thus by transfinite induction the statement is true for each Nε‘/‘. Then 

A= .. U .P N and B=:..UY N are disjoint open sets such that xεAnB. 
NEι‘ “ N르ιY’ “ 

Let ‘9 0={PIP is a topological property and (X, T) has propperty P iff (Xo' 
50) has property P} 
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THEOREM 3. 2. Compactηess， separability, extremely disconnectedness , and 

DNB are elements 01 ‘9'0' 

The straightforward proof is omitted. 

THEOREM 3. 3. ‘.9"l n‘%。=‘9'2n.9'0'
The proof is similar to that for theorem 2. 1 and is omitted. 

Combining theorem 3.3, theorem 3.2, theorem 3. 1, and example 2. 1 proves 

DNBε.9' 1 and compactness, separability, and extremely disconn,.ectedness are 

not elements of ‘.9"1' 

North Texas State University 

Denton, Texas 76203 
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